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ABSTRACT 

UCRL-9386 

The energy dependence of the K- -nucleon total cross sections has 

been measured over the K- momentum range 0.9 8 to 3.9 8 Bev /c. K- -n 

eros s sections were obtained by deuterium -hydrogen subtraction, with a 

correction for screening effects. There is evidence for structure in the 

T=O K- -n1.1cleon state in the momentum range 0.9 8 to 2.0 Bev /c. This struc-

ture is absent in the T= 1 state. 

In addition, a measurement was made at 1.9 5 Bev /c of the angular 

distribution of the, K -p elastic scattering at small angles. The forward-

scattering amplitude obtained from the data gives a ratio of real part to im

aginary part 0.5±0.2 at 0° The corresponding ratio for ;r- -mesons at this· 

momentum was found to be 0.4 + 0.2 
- 0.4. 

Measurements of the K- -p "elastic" charge exchange gives a cross 

section which falls from about 10 mb at 1 Bev /c to at most a few m b at 4 

Bev/c. 
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Momentum K - K - -d K'""--n -p 

-· (Bev /c) (mb) (mb) (mb) 

0.98 47.1±1.2 74;3±0.8 31.2±1.6 

1.10 43 .6±1.6 

1.23 33 .8±0 .9' 60.7±0.5 29 .4±1.1 

1.35 31.2±0.9 

1.48 32.5±0.8 56.6±0.5 2 6 .4±1.0 

1.60 32.5±0.8 

l. 73 32.5±0.6 54.9±0.5 24.3±0 .8 
\ 
1.95 . 30 ,5±0 .4 51.3±0.7 22 ;7±0 .9. 

2.48 26.9±0.5 47 .8±0.6 22 .6±0.9 

2.97 25.3±0 .4 46.2±0.4 22 .4±0. 7 

3.98 25.4±0. 7· 44. 7±0.5 20.5±0.9 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

UCRL-9386 

Several measurements of the I(- -p total cross section at different 

energies have been made previously by means. of bubble chambers, counters, 
I 

and nuclear emulsions. 
1 

These in general have rather large errors and are 

too widely spaced to allow much more than the general trend of the cross 

section with energy to be inferred. At energies less than a few hundred Mev, 

the data suggest a l /v dependence, and the higher -energy points are consist-

ent with a smoothly falling curve, the slope diminishing as the energy in-

creases. The object of the experiment presented here was to determine to 

a precision of a few percent both the K -p and K- -n total cross sections m 

the high-energy region (lK~ 1 Bev/c). The upper limit in momentum 

(pK = 4 Bev /c) was .the highest at which a convenient flux of K- mesons could 

still be obtained at the Bevatron. In addition, the eros s section for theccharge-

exchange . reaction· 

- ·-o 
K +p-+K +n 

was measured at four different values of incident momentum. The angular 

distribution for small-angle K- -·p scattering ( elab _.$ 30 deg ), and the forward

scattering cross section, were measured at' a single K- -meson momentum 
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L95 Bev/c. 

II. THE K BEAM 

A. Beam Layout 

Figure 1 shows the arrangement of counters and magnets used to 

obtain a variable-energy K- -meson beam. The primary target was of stain-

less steel, 5Xl/2Xl/4 in., placed in the magnet gap of the Bevatron. Neg-

ative particles, produced within about 5 deg to the direction of the circulating 

6.2-Bev proton beam, entered the channel through a 0.020-in. aluminum 

window in the vacuum tank at the beginning of the west straight section. The 

first bending magnet M was used to correct for variation in apparent target 

position with selected momentum. The exact definition of operating momentum 

was by means of the two bending magnets M
2 

and My both of which were cal

ibrated in advance by the floating-wire technique.: The first quadrupole dou-

blet Q 
1 

produced an image of the internal target between the beam scintillation 

counters s
1 

and s
2

. 

The dimensions and location of S 
1 

and s
2 

with respect to bending 

magnet M
1 

determined the upper and lower limits of momentum selected; the 

full width of this interval varied between 6.8% and l0.5o/o, depending on the 

energy. This image of the target was in turn focused by the quadrupole lens 

triplet 0
2 

at the transmission counter T behind the hydrogen target. The 

intervening bending magnet M
3 

served to reject degraded particles and correct 

the disper sian of M
1

. Polyethylene bags filled with helium were used in the 
' 

collimator, magnet, and quadrupole lens apertures to reduce the effect of 

multiple Coulomb scattering. 

The two gas Cerenkov counters C 
1 

and c
2

, together with the two 

time -of-flight counter pairs S 
1 
-s

3 
and s

2 
-S 

4
, selected the K- mesons in the 

" .. 
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beam and rejected 1T mesons, fl. mesons, electrons, and antip;ootons. c
1 

and c
2 

were placed together at the first image so that multiple Coulomb 

scattering in the nigh-pressure gas and aluminum end windows of the counters 

Q.id not le.ad to any aberration in the final image, although it produced sor:ne 

loss in intensity. 

The hydrogen target was 48 in. long and 6 in. in diameter, with 

0.005-in. stainless steel walls and end windows, and could be filled with 

either hydrogen or deuterium. 

~· The Gas Cerenkov Counters c
1 

and C 2 : Selection of K Mesons 

Selection of K mesons and rejection of other particles was made 

mainly by the two gas Cerenkov counters c
1 

and c
2

, which could be filled 

with gaseous methane to a maximum pressure of 2000 psi. Figure 2 shows 

a simplified eros s section view of one counter. The radiating volume of gas 

is approximately 24 in. long by 5 in. in diameter. A particle of velocity !3c 

traveling parallel to the axis produces a cone of Cerenkov light of half-angle 

{1, given by cos e = l/n(3, where n is the refractive index of the gas. Some 

of this light strikes the two 45 deg mirrors directly, the rest after one reflec-

tion at the cylindrical reflector lining the inside of the barreL After the light is 

deflected into the side arms of the counter, ring foci of angular radius e are 

produced by the two lucite lenses shown. If the angular radius of the ring 

focus is less than 6. 7 deg, all light at the image is brought through a conical 

light pipe to a centrally located 2-in. RCA 68IOA photomultiplie::;. If the 

angular radius exceeds 7 A deg however, no light strikes the central multiplier, 

but instead is brought via four flared light pipes to the photocathodes of four 

interconnected 2-·in. RCA 68IOA photomultipliers placed in a ring;· two of these 

can be seen in the .cross sectional view. · The ·dichotomy in the range of e 
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selected by inner or outer,photomultipliers is ensured by a narrow steel an:.. 

nular stop which also serves as a support for the quartz pressure window.· 

The Cerenkov counters were operated in either of two ways, Mode 

A or B, depending upon whether the K-meson momentum was greater or less 

than 1.5 Bev /c. In Mode A operation, the gas pressure was set· so that for 

the momentum chosen a K meson produced Cerenkov radiation at an angle 

e = 6 deg and would give a signal in the central photomultiplier in each arm. 

In the range of energies under investigation, 'IT and 1.1 mesons and electrons 

always produced Cerenkov light at a large enough angle to give a signal in the 

outer ring of photomultipliers. Thus, signals from the inner photomultipliers 

C. were used for positive identification of K mesons, and signals from the 
1nner 

outer photomultipliers C t , were used to reject by anticoincidence un-. ou er 

wanted lighter particles. During the experiment the C. and C t 1nner ou er 

signals from both arms of a counter were respectively connected in parallel. 

To minimize the accidental counting rate, coincidence-anticoincidence com-

binations of the two types (C. . )
1 

+ s
1 
+ s

3
- (C .. )

1 
and (C. )2 + S2 + 

1nner. OULer 1nner 

s4 - ( C t )
2 

were formed, and the outputs from these two combinations 
ou er 

finally put into coincidence. The time-of-flight system gave some discrim-

ination against antiprotons, particularly at the low momenta. 

Figure 3 shows a delay curve obtained when delay was varied be-

tween the Cerenkov c;:ounter outputs and two time-of-flight scintillators s3 

and s4 . When the counters are "on time," K mesons are counted (central 

peak) at a rate corresponding tb about 0.1% of the 'IT-meson rate. If the 

timing is off by a large amount, say 50 m!J.Sec, then the K mesons selected 

at the Cerenkov co_unters are never counted in the downstream scintillators, 

and the steady background level of K- /M
2

-;::, 2 X 10- 5 is due to off-time light -

meson accidentals .. If, however, the delay is only about± 10 to 20 m!J.sec, 

' 

' 

'~ 
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then the anticoincidence pulse produced by the off-time particle results in 

a reduction of the accidental rate of some two orders of magnitude, at least. 

Thus in measuring cross sections, for example, high resolution is notre-

quired for the transmission counter coincidence circuits; as the background 

accidental rate is negligible for times of ± 20 :n1JJ.sec about the arrival time 

of a K meson. 

At each value of operating momentum, the rejection efficiency of 

the Cerenkov counters was checked and the best value of working pressure 

obtained by plotting the apparent K-meson counting rate as a function of the 

pressure in the counters. A ~ypical pressure curve obtained for pK= 2 Bev/c 

is shown in Fig. 4 {Mode A). 

In the range of pressures 100 to 400 psi, the counting rate is very 

high and almost equal to that in the scintillators sl + s2 + s3 + s4' since the 

the refractive index of.the gas at these pressures is such t.hat 'IT and fJ. mesons 

produce Cerenkov light with f) < 6. 7 deg, and so are counted by the inner 

photomultipliers. As the pressure is driven higher, the angle of the Cerenkov 

cone grows larger and light shifts to the outer ring {anticoincidence), resulting 

in a sharp fall-off {approx 10-6 ) in counting rate. Above about 700 psi the 

threshold forK mesons is crossed, and the K-counting rate reaches a maximum 

at about 1000 psi { f)K:::: 6 deg), and then falls.o~fagain~at higher:p-ressu.res·as light 

due to K-mesons drive!l into the outer anticoincidence ring. At this momentum 

the shape of the curve shown indicates an operating pressure of 1030 psi and 

guarantees a K meson beam with a contamination of less than one part in 10
3

. 

Contamination at all momenta was also estimated to be less than 10-
2 

. 

For moment.a below 1.5 Bev/c, there were two disadvantages in 

Mode A operation: the momentum band width of the counters became narrower 
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than that set by the geometry of the beam-defining scintillators;' and the· 

operating pressures became inconveniently large. Instead, then, ·Mode B 

operation was used, in which the positive signal C. was not required and each · · 1nner 

counter was employed purely as an anticoincidence device. Mode B in Fig. 4 

shows the type of pressure curve obtained under these circumstances. ·At low 

the 
pressures no particles are rejected, but asjpressure is raised beyond about 

400 psi, lT and 1-l. mesons begin to give C t signals, and a long plateau cor-ou er 

responding to the counting of K mesons and antiprotons extends up to about 

1050 psi, beyond which only antiprotons can be counted. ~n operating ori this 

plateau, no difficulty arises from the presence of the antiprotons; they can 

be eliminated by the time-of-flight system, since the flight time difference be

tween K-and p exceeds 4 mj.l.sec for p~ 1.5 Bev/c. In Mode B, the two counters 

were in fact operated at different pressures. In c
1 

the pressure was set so that 

the light produced by lT mesons of the correct momentum was focused centrally 

in the outer annulus; this pressure was usually about 700 to 800 psi. lri c
2

, 

in which the side arms of the counter: were lined with a cylindrical reflector, the 

operating pressure was set very much higher (approx 1500 to 1700 psi), so 

that light from rr mesons of the selected momentum ( e~ 18 deg) struck the 

anticoincidence photomultipliers only after reflection at the walL But riow 

lT mesons of very much lower momentum could give anticoincidence pul"ses 

provided they produced Cerenkov light with e > 7.4 deg. This arrangement 

allowed rejection of lT me sons of the central momentum with maximum effi-

ciency in c 1, and rejection of both degraded and.undegraded lT mesons in c
2

. 

• 
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C. The Yield of K Mesons 

During typical operation the number of particles passing down the 

5 11 
beam channel was between 1 and 4Xl0 per Bevatron pulse (about 1.5Xl0 . 

protons). At 2 or 3 Bev/c the number of K mesons counted in the system 
/ the 

per pulse was about 600. At high momenta, /Yield diminished rapidly because 

of the decreased production at the target; at low momentaJ~~ld was also low, 

largely because of serious attenuation due to decay in flight along the beam 

(about 100 feet long). Figure 5 shows the K/1r ratio actually recorded for 

operation in Modes A and B (see also Table I). The yield using Mode A was 

poorer,. since a K meson in order to be counted efficiently in this mode had 

to travel: rather closely parallel to the axis of c
1 

and c
2

. Even then fluctu

ations iri photon number from the Cerenkov light could lead to further in-

efficiency. Also, the momentum width accepted was less in Mode A than in 

Mode B. The upper curve shows the K/1T production ratio at the target, in-

£erred by correcting the Mode B curve for decay in fligh:t of both 1r and K 

mesons. 

Atalfew momenta, an estimate was made of how much the K/1r ratio 

at the internal target depended oh Bevatron beam energy .. Excitation curves 

obtained in this way are shown in Fig. 6. Fluctuations in the proton beam 

intensity and uncertainties in corrections for decay in flight were large, so 

that the absolute magnitude of the yield figures are probably correct only to 
' ' 

about a factor of two . 
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III. TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS 

In order to determine the total eros s sections in hydrogen and deu- ,lv 

terium, the hydrogen target was alternately filled and emptied several times 

and the transmission measured in each case, The transmission counter T-

was a 9 -in. diam circular scintillator mounted coaxially with the target and 

a few feet behind it. Its longitudinaL po-siti)cm: was varied depending on the 

momentum studied and was chosen always to -minimize corrections to the 

final answer necessitated by Coulomb and diffraction scattering, beam di-

vergence, inelastic processes, and decay in flight between target and counter. 

As a check on the effect of the forward- scattering correction, some me as-

urements were made by using a 13-in. -square T counter placed further away. 

In a typical series of runs at a single momentum, a total of 3><10
5 

K- mesons 

was recorded by the counter T. The ratio of the transmission factors· 

(K+T)/K(full) and (K+T)/K(empty) gave the transmission factor for the hy-

drogen or deuterium alone; and therefore the total cross section, 

_where 

1 
a- = nL ln t, 

3 
n = number of tar get nuclei per em ,-

~== ;::;)th of tar~e(t~+T) 
\- K empty -K full. 

The error in a- arising from the uncertainty in t is given by 

1 .C:.t 
= nL -t- · 

Under the pressure and temperature conditions at which the target was op-

erated, the mass of hydrogen gas in the "empty" target was approx 0 Ao/o of 

the liquid in the "full" target. Thus the atomic concentration n in the 
,, 
• 
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expression for CJ refers to the difference in concentrations between liquid 

and gas. 

Before the cross section could be obtained, several· corrections 

had to be applied to the observed transmission factors. These were all 

small in this experiment; they are described below, and their magnitudes 

are listed in Table II. 

a. Change in Decay Rate 

The transmission factor for the empty target essentially measures 

attenuation· due to decays in flighL When the target is filled, the loss in 

energy of the particles in the hydrogen modifies the decay rate slightly be-: 

tween the target and Counter T. 

b. Forward Scattering 

K-mesons interacting in the target can still be counted by T if 

they are scattered only through a small angle ( ~ 2 de g). The value of the 

forward-scattering cross section is unknown over this energy region, except 

the measurementat 2 Bev /c de scribed later cf Sec. V). From the optiCal 

2 
theorem, the imaginary part of the forward-scattering amplitude lm f(O deg) 

is given by 

where CJ t is the total cross section and K the wave number. Thus 

d [Kcrt ]
2 

em (0 deg) ~ 47T 

In making these corrections f(Odeg) was assumed purely imaginary. Thus 

the correction is an underestimate, if Re f(O deg) is not negligible. 
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c. Rate Sensitivity 

For a given incident flux the counting rate in the T counter is not 

the same for both ''target empty and tar:getfulr' conditions,b~cause.i0fattenuation in the 

liquid hydrogen. So if equipment efficiency depends on the. counting r.ate, the 

transmission factors "full" and "empty" are not directly comparable. All 

data on transmission factors from different runs at different energies were 

analyzed to see if there were any dep:mdence on counting rate-the accidental 

-
rate was ·chosen as· a useful variable with which to correlate the observed 

transmission factors. No evidence of correlation was found except for the 

deuterium "target empty" data, where there was a small but statistically sig-

nificant effect. Accordingly, a correction was made as shown in Table. II. 

d. Light- Particle Contamination 

The effect of the K- decay products counted in the T counter was 

estimated and found to be nearly independent of momentum and negligible in· 

comparison with a, b, and c. 

The above corrections were all small and applied to the cross 

sections in both hydrogen and deuterium. 

In deducing the free-neutron cross section u , from the difference 
n 

between u d and u , a relatively larger correction had to be made for the 
p . 

screening of one nucleon by the other m tqe deuteron. This correction was 

. 3 
made by using Glauber's formula, 

where 

(J' = 
n 

(J' - (J' 
d p 

1- :; ~1 2) 
d 

1 1 \ ( 1 ) 
2 

-2 \r d 2/ = T.7 , f . 
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The errors quoted in Table II were compounded of three sources: 

( 1) uncertainty in the corrections ('a) to (d) listed above, (2) uneertainty in 

the atomic concentration n to be inserted in the eros s- section formula, and 

( 3) statistical errors. 

The exact value of ~, was uncertain to the extent that the pressure 

and temperature of the gas in the "empty" target were not known exactly. 
is 

The error in ~jestima.t:e:d to be about 0 .3%. The statistical part of the error 

was computed internally from the total number of counts recorded, and ex-

ternally by examining fluctuations of the subdivided data (in groups of about 

20,000 counts each). In general, the group means exhibited a wider spread 

(between L 1 and 1. 3 times) than that calculated on the basis of purely random 

counting. Accordingly, the final statistical ¢rror was chosen to be 1.3 times 

that computed from the total number of counts at each momentum-this factor 

being the maximum ratio between externally and internally computed errors. 

It should be noted that the neutron cross sections may be further in error 

than the amount shown in Table II if the Glauber correction is not exact; no 

attempt was made to estimate the probable uncertainty due to this cause. 

IV. CHARGE-EXCHANGE CROSS SECTION 

A. Apparatus 

For this part of the experiment the target was surrounded (except 

for a beam entrance hole) with the charged-particle and y-ra:y detector A 

illustrated in Fig. 7. The wrap consisted of a layer of lead 1/4 in. thick, 

outside of which 19 shaped plastic scintillation counters were fitted. The 

lead and scintillators were typically about 14 in. distan,tfrom the nearest 

point in the hydrogen target. Because of the high counting rate near the exit 

end of the target, a sandwich counter of two 13-in. scintillators with a 1/2-in. 
I 
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layer of lead between them was placed to count with maximum efficiency the 

unscattered beam and '{ rays emitted in the forward direction .. 

Assuming counter efficiency to be unity, measurement of thy cross 

section for the reaction K- +p -+ R0 
+ n involves counting only the fr~ction of 

anticoincidences in the counter wrap A per K-meson entering the target. 

For, of the R0 
mesons· emitted in the charge exchange reaction, 5bo/o decaying 

in the K 2 ° mode will, in a first approximation, pass through Counter A be

fore they decay and are recorded as anticoincidences. The remaining 50% 

decay through the short-lived K2 ° mode close by the target and give rise to 

charged particles or 'I rays which are detected in A. Any other elastic or 

inelastic interaction of K mesons with protons, insofar as these are known 

or can be surmised, also give rise to at least two charged particles or two 

'I rays. For example, when the secondary products of the K interaction are 

all neutral, the reactions may be summarized: 

-0 + p- K + n Charge ej{c:hange 
0 

_.. K + n + ( l+x) 
0 

'TT 

0 0 0 
-+ A or ~ + ( l+x) 'TT Inelastic 

0 0 0 -:2 +K +x"TT 
For x = 0, 1, 2, etc. , 

and it is clear that the short lifetime of both the hyperons and the 
0 

'TT meson 

ensures that all inelastic processes will give a count in A. In a first approx-

imation, then, the ratio of courits K-A/K is a direct me'asure of one -half 

the charge -exchange eros s section a 
ce 

·;:&: 
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Bo Results 

The charge-exchange eros s section was determined by means of 

the usual target-full, target-empty subtraction for both hydrogen and deu-

terium. Since only the proton in the deuteron is effective for charge exchange 

and a K- -n interaction leads to at least one charged product, the same eros s 

section should be obtained from both exper'iments although the background 

events may be differenL 

The: main sources of difficulty were the inefficiency of counter 

wrap A, especially for the detection of'{ rays, and the smallness of the cross 

section a (for a :::: 4 mb, (K-A)/K :::: 0.01). With the target empty, the 
ce ce 

(K-A)/K rate varied monotonically from 2% at l Bev/c to 0.1% at 4 Bev/c 

and was explicable entirely in terms of K mesons decaying in the K 
2 

mode, 
. ~ 

where the A counter sometimes failed to detect the single-charged decay 

product. From this, it was estimated that the efficiency for detecting just 

' 
one charged particle in A was approx 9 5%. Thus the target-full minus 

target-empty difference was relatively smaller at the low momenta. 

In deducing the cross section from the subtracted (K-A)/K rates, 

corrections had to be applied as follows. 

(a) Beam attenuation 

The probability of charge exchange varied along the target because 

of beam attenuation in Counter s
4 

and in the target material. The attenu

ation cross section appropriate in this case was cr , the absorption cross 
a 

section (approx 3/4 at)' because elastically scattered K- mesons can still 

undergo charge exchange. 

(b) Decays in flight 

K-mesons decaying in the K~2 mode within the 11 ful1 11 target might 
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be recorded as anticoincidences because of counter inefficiencies. This cor-

rection could be reliably estimated from the target-empty rate, and was 

found to be llo/o of CJ' at 1 Bev/c and 3o/o at 4 Bev/c. 
ce 

(c) Non-charge-exchange events 

The inelastic reactions 

- 0 0 
K +p--.1\ + Tr - 0 0 

K +p--2: +Tr 

I~ n+Tro L.L\o+-y 

L n+Tro 

are the most likely of all non-charge-exchange reactions to lead to an anti-

coincidence in A because of inefficiency. On the basis of minimal estimates 

of a 90o/o efficiency in A for charged particles and 50o/o for 'Y rays, these re-

actions had probabilities .06 and .03 respectively of not being counted, while 

all other reactions had less than .01 probability of being missed. If the 

branching ratios found at 1.15 Bev /c for these modes 
4 

are taken as applicable 

over the whole momentum range, the correction to CJ' is about 2.5o/o. 
ce 

(d) -0 Loss of K mesons 

Some K
2 
° particles interacted in the inner wrap of lead, leading 

to charged particle production and so failed to register as an anticoincidence. 

0 
This effect was estimated to be about 5o/o. Also, a small number of K2 

particles decay before escaping from the counter wrap and are also missed. 

This fraction was estimated to be about 3o/o at 1 Bev /c and about 1 o/o at 4 Bev /c. 

On the other hand, particularly at high momentum, some 

to decay before passing through A and so were counted as 

K 1 ° particles failed 

0 
a K

2 
event. At the 

low momenta the correction was negligible, but at 4 Bev/c it amounted to 

1 Oo/o. 

' 
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•• 

(e) Glauber correction 

,J As with the total cross sections, a correction had to be made to 

... 
the deuterium data to obtain the cross section on a free proton. Glauber 1 s 

•Oformula (cf Sec. III) and the cross sections of Table II were used. 

The quoted errors are those derived from the fluctuations of data 

taken in groups, which generally gave an answer about twice that derived 

from the total counting statistics alone. Since agreement between the hydro-

gen and deuterium data is not good, particularly at pK = 4 Bev /c, it is pos

sible that the quoted errors are underestimates, perhaps by a factor of about 

Z. It should be noted that the fundamental assumption in this method of meas

uring CJ ce is the validity of the K 1 ° ,, Kzq:particle-mixture ·hypothesiis. · 

One previous high-energy measurement of CJ has been reported, viz. 
ce 

4 
CJ ce = 7.8±Ll mb at pK=l.l5 Bev/c. 

V. SMALL-ANGLE ELASTIC K--p SCATTERING AT pK= 1.95 Bev/c 

A. Apparatus 

Figure 8 shows the arrangement of the hodoscope used in studying 

the small-angle scattering of K- mesons in hydrogen ( elab < 30 deg). The 

first two sets of counters in the hodoscope, H
1 

and HZ, consisted of 19 and 

35 elements respectively, each 8-in. high by l in. across. Knowledge of 

which elements in H
1 

and HZ the scattered particle crossed was sufficient to 

determine the angle of scattering to about l deg. Sets· H 1 and Hz were made 

up of 3X8Xl/4-in. vertically mounted scintillators, each overlapping its two 

neighboring counters by 1 in. in horizontal projection, thus providing l in . 

spatial resolution (horizontally). 

Were it not for the decay in flight of the K mesons, the two sets 

H 1 and Hz would have been sufficient to determine the scattering distribution. 
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However, the effect of decays in flight, both within and in the neighborhood 

of the hydrogen target; was to superimpose on the distribution of scattered 

K mesons a relatively· more intense distribution of TT mesons, ll mesons, and 

electrons with a variety of angles and momenta, most of which could simulate 

a small-angle K- -p scattering event. About 80o/o of these secondary decay-, 

in-flight products could be rejected by using the magnetic field between H 1 

and H
2 

together with information from the third hodoscope set H
3

. H 3 com

prised fifteen 8X3Xl/4-in. scintiHators placed side by side, and had about the 

same angular resolution as sets H
1 

and H
2

. When a K meson was truly 

scattered by a proton in the target, then once the elements through which it 

passed in H
1 

and H
2 

became known, the position where it would strike H
3 

was 

uniquely determined. If, however, a light particle arising from a decay in 

flight in the target passed through the same elements in H
1 

and H
2

, in about 

80o/o of the cases it struck H
3 

sufficiently far away from the appropriate place 

to allow it to be rejected unambiguously. The magnetic field was set at 14 kG, 

and the angle of bending for particles of momentum 1.95 Bev/c was about 12.5 

deg. 

The remaining 20o/o or so of decay- in-flight secondary particles 

which could not be rejected by magnetic sorting were those emitted forward 

in the em system and having momenta close to that of the K mesons (pK= 1.9 5 

Bev/c). These, however, always had higher velocities than the scattered 

K mesohs (thus f3TT = 0.998 and f3K = 0:97 for p = 1.95 Bev/c), and were 

rejected by the anticoincidence Cerenkov counter c
3

. The pressure of sulfur 

hexafluoride gas (250 psi) was chosen, so that the velocity threshold was above 

that for K mesons but below that for those light se.oo.hdary p~rtiC:Le;s which had 

almost the same· magnetic rigidity. A particle with f3 = 1 produced a cone of 

Cerenkov light with fJ = 10 deg·at this gas pressure. 

·.; 
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Figures 9a and 9b show a plan and elevation view of the counter c
3
. 

The sensitive volume of gas from which Cerenkov radiation was detected ef

ficiently was 48 in. wide, 10 in. high, and about 17 in. deep. Any Cerenkov 

light produced by particles crossing the device horizontally was focused by 

four 12-in. -square front-aluminized glass mirrors (28-in. radius of curvature) 

onto the four 5-in. lucite windows shown. These lucite windows served partly 

as field lenses and partly as light pipes, and directed the light onto the faces 

of the four RCA 7046 5~in. photomultipliers. The optical axes 6£ the mir~ors 

were tilted slightly from the perpendicular to the axis of the cylindrical pres-

- sure vessel in order to optimize the angular response of the counter for the 

horizontally divergent beam of particles arising in this experiment. Finally, 

a coincidence scintillation counter H
4

, measuring 48Xl2 in.,. was placed be

hind the c
3 

counter to ensure that only those particles wer~ recorded which 

passed directly througl1 the Cerenkov counter. The vertical apertures of H 1 

and H
2 

were delimited by requiring coincidences in two long scintillation 

counters, placed just behind them to avoid recording particles that passed 

through H
1

, H
2

, and H3, buLha!d uri'dergbne scattering at either the top or bottom 

pole face of the magnet. These Pvertical stop 11 counters were 4.5 1n. high at 

H
1 

and 6 in. high at H
2

, and covered the full horizontal aperture of each. 

The vertical aperture of the magnet was 7-3/4 in. 

The master signal corresponding to a true K-meson scattering was 

a coincidence of the type K+H
4 
-C

3
, the sig~al K being as defined in Sec. II-B. 

Output signals from each of the counters in the hodoscope were put into coin

cidence with this master signal by means of separate diode coincidence units, 

.and the outputs of these in turn were displayed and photographed in sequence 

on an oscilloscope .. As a check on. the electronic equipment, pulses K, H
4

, 
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and c3 were also displayed on the trace. 

The range of angles accepted was about 15 deg and was· determined 

essentially by the horizontal aperture of the magnet. Absolute values of the 

scattering angles depended upon the orientation of the magnet with respect to 

beam direction. The angle between the face of t~e magnet and the beam is 

shown in Fig. 8 as 85 deg, but data were also recorded for settings at 80 and 

9 0 deg. Running in the 80 deg position involved exactly the same procedure 

as in the 85 deg position. At the 90 deg setting, however, the main un-

scattered beam was allowed to pass through H
3 

and c
3 

and the following al-

terations were made. Where the main beam struck H3' three adjacent counters 

were disconnected from the H
3 

coincidence chain and then connected to form a 

separate transmission counter 8 X9 in. called T 
1

. Directly behind the T 
1 

counter in the line of the main beam, one of the l2Xl2-in. scintillators nor-

mally forming part of H
4 

was disconnected from the H
4 

output and used to pro

vide a separate output H
5

. Thus the counting -rate ratio T 
1 
/K measured at

tenuation due to the hydrogen target, the H counters, and the decay in flight, 
· the the 

while the ratio H
5
/K measured in additionjattenuation in/Cerenkov counter c

3
. 

A total K- -p eros s section at pK= 1.9 5 Bev /c deduced from the T /K rates for 

full and empty targets was found to be in excellent agreement with that for the 

direct-transmission experiment. 

B. Results 

Table IV summarizes data obtained for the various target and magnet 

conditions used in this part of the experiment. The effective numbers of in

cident K mesons given in CoL 3 were normalized to take account of the fraction 

of oscilloscope sweeps not studied (approx 17% lost or unreadable). Information 
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.. 

from the traces scanned was recorded on IBM punched cards, and those 

events corresponding to the pas sage of a single particle through H
1

, H
2

, and 

H
3 

were sorted into different angular categories defined by the H
1 

and H
2 

combinations, irrespective of which counter was triggered in H
3

. For each 

of these categories the distribution of counters struck in H
3 

was plotted and 

found in all cases to show a sharp peak at the position expected for a K meson 

of the right momentum. The target-empty data showed a similar peaking, 

indicating that the background events to be subtracted were also elastically 

scattered K mesons. By projecting back the orbits of these latter particles, 

it was found that almost all came from scattering in the aluminum end window 

of the target vacuum jacket and from the counters of H
1 

close by the end of 

the target. The distribution in points of origin of every acceptable event was 

examined and there was no evidence of an·appreciable contamination of events 

due to decays in flight where the Cerenkov counter c
3 

had failed to reject the 

light secondary particle. For the selected K -p scattering events, the sub

traction ratio (full/empty) was about 10/l. 

Table IV indicates that only a small fraction of the total sweeps 

scanned was accepted as due to genuine K- -p scatterings. Rejection of the 

balance of data was possible without ambiguity in almost all cases. Each re

jected event was e;xamined in detail to see how it could have happened. The 

three major causes of rejection were the following. 

"_.. (a) More than one counter element triggered in H
1 

or H
6 

or H
3 

(approx lOo/o) 

Most of these events were due to inelastic interactions in which 

more than one energetic charged particle was produced. The number of cases 

in which just a single signal from H
1 

and H
2

, respectively, and a triple signal 

from H 3 ~ere observed was of the right order to be explained in terms of T 

decays in flight between H
2 

and H
3

. 
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(b) Less than cutoff angle 

Because of intrinsic angular spread of the beam, and Coulomb 

scattering in the target and hodoscope counters, it was necessary to cut off 

traces accepted for data at some minimum angle. These effects were ex-

pected to become serious at elab- 3 to 4 deg, so a minimum accepted angle 

of 8 = 5 deg was adopted. At the 90 deg setting of the magnet, where very 

small scattering angles could be detected, about 25o/o of traces were rejected 

for this reason; at other settings the excluded fraction was about 7%. 

(c) Scattering of the main beam from the magnet 

The two vertical stop counters at H
1 

and H
2

, described in Sec. V-A, 

were efficient in rejecting events where the particle was scattered from either 

the top or bottom pole face of the magnet, but provided no protection against 

scattering from the side portions of the magnet yoke close to the median plane. 

For the 85 deg magnet setting, where the main beam grazed the side, and the 

80 deg setting, where it strikes it completely, by far the greater number of 

traces (approx 69o/o) were caused by particles of the main beam scattering 

from the iron and parts of the coils and returning at an angle to pass through 

H 2 and H 3 . The coordinates of the trajectory at H
1

, H
2

, and H
3 

served to 

identify such events easily, and they were not confused with true K- -p scat-

terings. 

Results obtained for the three magnet settings are shown in Fig. 10. 

The observed numbers were corrected for accidentals (about 5o/o), i.e. , some "-

of the events rejected for reason (a) above were due to genuine scattering 

events accompanied by a second ac~idental count~ and also for a variation of 

decay-in-flight and attenuation losses with s'ci:l.tt.e:ring angle. Errors on the 

- -, 
points were largely determined by the counting statistics, but include also 

uncertainties 
uncertainties in the corrections applied and 1\ due to the selection of events 
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-of the right momentum from the distribution in counts across the H
3 

set. 

As a check for systematic errors, a subsidiary run was taken to 

measure 1T -p diffraction scattering by tuning the Cerenkov counters to accept 

1T mesons. The total number of incident 1T mesons used was 1.2Xl0
6, equally 

divided between target-full and target-empty runs. The results are shown in 

Fig. 11. 

Since only a portion of the angular distribution was measured, it 

was not possible to make a phase-shift analysis. However, distribution in 

the angular range studied was largely dominated by the diffraction peak-as 

could be expected from the many inelastic channels available for K--meson 

absorption-so that an optical-model approach was used to fit the data. Be-

cause of the number of angular momentum states involved, it was found dif-

1 5 
ficult to apply the method of Greider and Glas sgold in the absence of in-

formatio11 at larg~r scattering angles. A "grey disc" type of analysis was 

found to give a satisfa-ctory fit. Thus, if the fraction of the amplitude trans-

mitted by the nucleon for a collision impact parameter p is denoted by a, 

then it was assumed that 

1 - a = C g( p), 

where C is complex if there is real potential scattering. 

where 

Then the differential eros s section can be written 

Ciu _ ( 1 _ q2 (p2) ( 4\ / 5) 
dO- u 0 2 +termsinvolving pf.\P , etc.), 

.,. o = :i; (O deg) =-Kz I G [z v ?> pdp]z 

q = momentum transfer = 2 K sinB /2, 

r 
(Pn)= J pn g(p) pdp. 
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In principl.e.it is possible to fit the data by a power series of this S(),r.:t- in.g
2

. 

and deterrpiq.e the moments ,o~ g(p) and so the best s;hape which, in the spirit 

of this mqdel, will explain the results. In practice, the data presented here 

require too many terms to allow the coefficients to be well determined. For 

a grey refracting disc (constant attenuation and constant phase shift within 

p < R), too sharp a minimum is predicted to fit the observed value. By ta-

pering the edges a mo,re satisfactory fit can be obtained over fairly wide 

limits. A good fit is obtained by setting 

which gives 

Values of CJ 
0 

and (p2) 
1

/
2 

obtained by the method of least squares 

are shown in Table V for the K- -meson data and for the subsidiary run with 

iT mesons. The effect of omitting the two points at smallest angles is illus

trated also. The errors on CJ 
0 

and (p
2
) are correlated (positively), and the 

quoted vaiues; are those corresponding to the x 2 
probability falling to half 

the best-fit value. These errors are about 1-1/2 times those given by the 

usual two-parameter least-squares fitting formula. Figure 10 shows the 

fitted curves. Since one is dealing ~ere with a projected distribution, the 

spatial rms radius is obtained from (p
2 

)
112 by multiplying by (3/2) l/

2
. 

For the iT me son, then, this become 1.15 f, and for the K- me son, 0.9 6 f. 

Writing the forward scattering amplitude 

f( 0 de g) 

A 

= . D + iA, 
KCJT 
4iT = 1.02 

Hence for$--mesons J:t>J= 0 . .56±0.10 f. 

• j j. 

f, from the CJ T data of Sec. III. 
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r<Yn·· J· . cl .. : f h . f d b Cl 4 + 0 ·2 f h. h . or t e 1T meson 1s oun to e v. _ 
0 . 4 

, w 1c 1s to 

be compared with the value of 0.22 f obtained from a recent dispersion-_ :; 

- 6 
relation analysis of available 1T experimental results. The rms radial 

extension of the pion interaction found here 1.15±0 .11 f can be compared to 

the value of about 1 f resulting from several high-energy diffraction scat-

tering experiments. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

A. Total Cross Sections 

h momenta below a few hundred Mev/c the K- -p total cross section 

data are well fitted by a 1/v law, and have been investigated in terms of the 

S-wave zero-range approximation by Dalitz and Tuan, 
7 

and the effects ·Of two: 

pion exchange have been included by Ferrari et al. 
8 'Th-e,d~:aA:lgein. shape of 

the K- -p angular distributions between K- momenta of 300 Mev /c and 400 Mev /c 

observed in bubble chamber experiments indicates a probable breakdown in the 

' 4 
low-energy model. 

The data presented here ( cf Fig. 12) show that there is a rather 

abrupt change in slope of the cross -sectio_n curve at about pK = 1.25 Bev /c. 

The structure in the cross section at this momentum is more evident if one 

looks at the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude given by the 

optical the~<>rem (Fig. 13). The momentum width of the beam (:::: ± 3.5%) may 

be so large as to obscure any fine details of the structure in this region. 

The K-neutron cross section CY has been measured at fewer en
n 

ergies and with less precision, but with increasing momentum it appears to 

fall steadily and shows no evidence of structure in the 1.25-ito-2.0-Bev/c 

region. Since the K- -n system constitutes a pure T = 1 state and the K- -p 
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system is a mixture of T = 0 and T = l states, the structure in the energy 

dependence is apparently associated only with the T = 0 K-nucleon state. 

The structure in the T = 0 state may be attributed to one or more 

of a number of possible effects: (a) :acresonance or resonances in the K-

nucleon T = 0 state similar to those found in the pion-nucleon system at corn-

parable energies, (b) rapid increase in the cascade particle production cross 

section above threshold, or (c) formation of isobaric states of two or three 

pions or of excited states of the nucleon or hyperon. 9 

For momenta higher than about 2 Bev /~ the T = 0 cross section is 

larger than the T = l eros s section by about 30%. Hence the theorem of 

Porneranchuk, 
10 

which predicts equality of the eros s sections in different 

isotopic spin states at high energies, is apparently not satisfied for the K--

nucleon system up to 4 Bev /c. That the charge exchange cross section does 

not vanish confirms this conclusion. 

A final point in connection with the high-energy dependence of 0" 
p 

concerns the prediction of Porneranchuk 
11 

that with certain plausible as sump-

tions the cross sections of particle and antiparticle on the same target particle 

should tend asymptotically with en~rgy to the same limit. As far as experi-

mental measurements go, tlliis tendency seems to be confirmed for the pion-

nucleon interaction but not for 
+ - . 

K and K at those energies. ForK me sons, 

data from this experiment give a value O"(K-. p) ~ 25 rnb, at high energies. 

The measurements by Burrowes et al., •· wh0Ao'U.nd ~-0" (K+ p) ~ l3 rnb and de

creasing at pK = 2.0 Bev /c, 
12 

seem to indicate that in this region one is 

_ still far from observing asymptotic behavior. More recent data at higher 

13 
energies and with larger errors, reported by von Dardel up to 8 Bev/c. 

·+ -appear, however, to support the idea that O"(K -p) and O"(K -p) may approach 

a limit of approx 25 rnb at high energies. 
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B. Differential Cross Section 

The first feature to be noted in the results of the K~ -p scattering 

experiment is the rather large value obtained for the rms value of the proton 

radius arising in the K- -meson interaction;: this turns out to be only slightly 

less than that for the Tr -p interaction. Secondly, the forward scatte::r.in.g· 

cr.oss section ( 13.6±1.1 mb/sr) is significantly larger than that expected for 

pure diffraction scattering ( 10.4 mb/sr based on the total cross section data 

of Sec. III) and implies the presence of a substantial amount of real scattering. 

Dispersion relations for K-meson- nucleon scattering have been 

. 1 . h h 1 d' . 1 . 14 . . . wr1tten by ana ogy w1t t e Tr-nuc eon 1spers1on re atlons. These 'dispersion 

relations are most easily evaluated by ou:rnputing the function f(w) of the 

K-meson laboratory system energy, w (f.l = c = m = 1): 
K 

00 

f(w) = ..!. 1· 
'IT 1 

dw1 , 
w1 + w 

( 1) 

where A±(w) are the imaginary parts of the K± -proton foward scattering am

plitudes and w ATr is the threshold for the reaction K-+p- A+ Tr. 

The dispersion relation then takes the form 

D+(w) = 2 pX + f(w), 
w+w 

where pX is the average contribution from the A and ~poles, and w is the 

average energy of the two poles. 

The furrctionA±(w) is taken by using the optical theorem from the meas

ured total cross sections. The yalues of A±('w) used in the experiment are shown 

in Fig. 13. 
7 

In the unphysical region the solution of Dalitz and Tuan was used, 

assuming an attractive potential for the K interaction. Because there is a 
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discrepancy in the K+ data in the region of. w = 4, a smooth curve was drawn 

between the points, Another smooth curve was drawn for the K- data in the 

region w = 1,13 to w = 3 where no data exist, 

Since the integrals in Eq. (1) must be cut off at w = 16 (the 
max 

total cross sections are not known above this value), it is necessary to use a 

subtracted form of the dispersion relation that does not weight the high-energy 

data. One form is 

15 
et al. 

(2) 

The convergence of such a form ~as been considered by Amati 

A d f b K . 1 K h d K . 16 . secon more convergent orm y arp us, ert , an yc1a 1s 

( 3) 

Experimental values of n· are available at only a few values of 

w. These are listed in Table VI along with values of f(w) and f( -w) for each. 

From Table VI various subtracted forms can be made up and the 

average pole term evaluated. Examples are giveri below for forms like Eq. (2): 

D(-4.17)""' D(-1.17) ~X = +~.6±0.5 for D-(4.17) >0 
= -0. 7±0 .5 for D-(4.17) <0 

D(l.92) - D( 1.46) pX = -1.8±0.5 

D( - 1. 2 8 5:) ""' D( 1. 2 8 5) pX = - .05±0.3 

D( 1.92) · ~. D( 1.00) pX = -1 ,0±0.2 
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For forms like Eq. (3): 

w= 1.92 pX = -0 .35±0 .4 

w= 1.92 = 1.285 pX = -1.5 ±0 .5 

{pX: + 2.1±0.5 for D-(4.17) >0 

- 0.5±0.5 for D-(4.17) <0 

w =-4.17 
·, __ _ 

wo = -1.285 

The significant point is that the value of the pole term from the 

various subtractions is different. Neither these values nor their quoted 

errors are statistically independent, since they all use the same total-cross-

section data and several use the same real forward scattering amplitudes. 

One explanation may be that the total eros s section shows more structure than 

was assumed in the regions where no data exist. The region of w = - 1 to 

w:: .,... 3 is most important, since the greatest contribution to the integrals 

comes from this region. 

Both the total-eros s- section and forward- scattering data are still 

too few to allow a firm evaluation of the magnitude and sign of pX. Internal 

consistency of the present calculations implies a value of pX in the region 

0 to - 1.0 but does not exclude small positive values; it furthermore strongly 

suggests that the sign of D- at 1.9 5 Bev /c is negative. Thus the sign of the 

real part of the K- .,-proton potential at 1.9 5 Bev /c is opposite to that found at 

1 
. 4 

very ow energ1es. 

C. Charge Exchange Cross Section 

The "elastic 11 charge-exchange cross section falls from about 10 

mb at 1 Bev/c to at most a few mb at 4 Bev/c. 
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Table I. Summary of the main characteristics of the secondary beam at different momenta. 
Column l gives the momentum of the beam at production. 

. 
Tr/p Kjp 

at target (estimated at target (estimated 
Momentum Emission correct:w~thiri a'·- · correct within a Mean Proton 

Momentum, p spread, b.p/p angle Solid angle factorbfil) ~ __ _ . · factor of 2) energy, En 
(Bev/c} ( o/o} ( rad) (msr) (per %per msr) (per %per msr) (Bev) r 

1 7.1 0.0 30 1.07 4.0 >< 10- 7 l.DXl0-9 5.5 

1.5 6.5 o:o 45 0. 79 5.3Xl0- 7 2.9Xl0-9 5.5 

2 .• o 8.4 0.0 21 0. 71 4.2)(10- 7 3.0Xl0-9 5.5 

3.0 9.8 0.0 12 0.79 2.6)(10- 7 0. 65.Xl0-9 5.5 

4.0 1 0.0 o,.o· 22 0.66 1.7Xl0- 7 0.11 X lO - 9 5.9 . ' 
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Table II. The total cross sections for K- -p, K- -d, and K- -n interactions. The·magnitudes of 
the included corrections are listed explicitly; see text for a discussion of how these 
have been calculated. 

Momentum 
{Bev/c) · 

a .{mb} 
p 

'--

Correc- (a) 
tion in-
eluded (b) 

ad (mb) 

Correc-· (a) 
tion in- (b) 
eluded . 

a . (mb) 
n 

Correc
tion in
cluded 
(Glauber} 

( c) 

0,98 . 1.10 1.2 3 1.35 1.48 1.60 1. 73 1.95 2.48 2.97 3.98 

. K- -proton 

47.1±1.2 43.6±1.6 33.8±0.9 31.2±0.9 32.5±0.8 32.5±0.8 32.5±0.6 30.5±0.4 26.9±0.5 25.3±0.4 25.4±0.7 

-2.4 -1.2 -1.0 

+0.2 +0.4 +0.2 

74.3±0.8 60.7±0.5 

-1.7 -1.0 

+0.7 +0.7 

+0 +0.2 

31.2±1.6 29 .4± 1.1 

+4.0 +2.5 

-0.7 

+0.3 

-0.8 -0.5 

+0.4 +0.4 

K- -deuteron 

56.6±0.5 

-0.7 

+0.9 

+0.2 

K- -'neutron 

26.4±1.0 

+2.3 

-0.5 -0.4 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 

+0.4 +0.4 +0.5 +0.5 +0.6 

54.9±0 .5 51.3±0. 7 4 7 .8±0 .6 46.2±0 .4 44. 7±0 .5 

-0.5' -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 

+Ll +1.3 +1.6 +1.8 +1.8 

+0.3 +0.1 +0.5 +0.1 +0.2 

24.3±0.8 22.7±0.9 ·22.6±0.9 22.4±0.7 20.5±0.9 

+1.9 +1.9 +1.7 +1.5 +1.2 

I 
w 
U1 
I 

c: 
() 

~ 
t"' 
I 

...0 
w 
00 

"' 

'• 
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Table III. The 'cross ~ectio!!. 0or the "elastic" charge~,e:Xchange 
process K +p-- K + n. 

K momentum Target Weighted 
(Bev/c) Hydrogen · Deuterium Mean 

1 9.0± 1.9 12.9 ± 2.6 10.4± 1.7 

1.5 3.2 ± 0. 7 8.0± 1.9 3.8±0.:7 

2.5 . 1.7±0.6 1.9±0.3 1.9 ± 0.3 

4 5.4±0.9 L2±0.6 2.5±0.5 

~ .. 
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Table IV. Summar_y of the data obtained in measuring small-
angle K -p elastic scattering for different exper-
1m ental conditions. 

Effective Approximate No. of No. of apparent 
Angle of magnet Target no. of in- angular scope K--p scatterings 

to beam cident K' s range sweeps (after cutoff) 
(de g) (deg) 

80 full 6 
8 - 27 14,9 67 1,062 2 .46Xl0 6 

empty 1.84Xl0 11,173 107 

. 85 full 
6 

4- 20 10,666 1,111 1.44Xl0 6 
empty 1.39Xl0 8,711 250 

90 full 6 
4 - 14 11,290 667 0.76Xl0 6 

empty 0.64Xl0 9,649 165 
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Table V. The parameters .obtained by least-sq~ares fits to .the 
s,mall-an;_le K- -p and 'IT- -p_ scatter:ing data, together 
with P( X ), the probab~lity that the corresponding 

All points 

Excluding 
two points 

-
'IT -p 

All points 

Excluding 
two points 

N.B. 

fit is a "good" one. Note that a 0 , D, and A all refer 
to the c. m. system. · 

(]' o(mb/sr) rms p(f) . p (X 2) 

{ !o) 

13.5±1.1 0.80±.03 8 

12.5±1.3 0.78±.03 55 

11.9±2 .0 0 .94±.09 76 

10 .4±1.9 0. 79±.11 70 

ID l'(f) 

0.56 ~ :~~ 
0 45 + 013 

. - .1 7 

0 37 + ·21 
. ..; .37 

0 + .40 
- p 

A(£) = 
KaT 

4'11" 

1.02 

1.025 

a 0 , D, and A all refer to the center-of-mass system. 

( 

·~. 
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'Th.ble VI. Values of the real part of the forward scattering am
plitude; and the values of the integrals at various w' s 
used in the dispersion calculation {in units where 
fl· = c = m K = 1 ) . 

D 

1.00 -1.2 5:1:0.14 +4.5 :1: .5 

1.17 -1.24:1:0.14 + 0. 5 6::t0 . 10 

1.285 -1.2 3:1:0.14 +0 .40:1:0.10 

1.46 -1.2 :1:0.08 

1.9'2 ~o .85±0 .o8 

4.17 :1: { 3 . 3:1:0 . 6) 

f{+w) 
(w - 16) 

max 

11.58 

13.52 

11.48 

11.43 

11.25 

10.42 . 

f{ -w) 
(w = 16) 

max 

14.04 

13.20 

12.95 

12.64 

11.82 

10.38 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Plan view of negative secondary beam and layout of magnets and 

counters. 

Fig. 2. Cross·section of one of the methane·Cerenkov counters. 

Fig. 3 .. Delay curve illustrating effectiveness of the anticoincidence circuit 

in reducing the accidental rate for particles arriving within ±20 rnJJ.sec 

of the passage of a K meson. The monitor M
2 

measures the flux of 

particles in the beam channel. 

Fig. 4. Pressure curve for the Cerenkov counter -.beam counter coincidence 

arrangement for pK = 1.9 5 Bev /c. M 2 refers to the counting rate of 

all particles coming down the channeL Mode A corresponds to co

incidence-anticoincidence operation and Mode B to anticoincidence 

operation only. 

Fig. 5. The ratio of K mesons to 1r mesons actually recorded: Curves A and 

B refer respectively to Mode A and Mode B operation of the gas 

Cerenkov counters .. Curve T shows the K/1r ratio at the internal Bev

atron target after the decay-in-flight corrections have been made. 

Fig. 6. K/1r ratio at the internal target in the Bevatron as a function of in

cident proton energy. Values of pK are shown on the diff~rent curves. 

Fig. 7. An elevation yiew of the lead and scintillator wraps. (A) surrounding 

the hydrogen target during the measurement of the charge-exchange 

eros s section. 

Fig. 8. · Arrangement of the hodoscope magnet and gas Cerenkov counter c
3 

used to measure the small-angle elastic K- -p scattering. 

{ 



Fig. 9. (a) 

Fig. 9. (b) 
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Fig. 10. 

Fig. ll. 

Fig. 12. 

, Fig. 13. 
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Plan of the sulfur hexafluoride gas Cerenkov counter c3. 

Elevation view of the sulfur hexafluoride gas Cerenkov counter 

c3. 

-
Observed K -p small-angle differential cross section per unit 

solid angle at 

1-a = C exp -

1.95 Bev/c. 

2 2 
(p /p ). 

The solid curve corresponds to choosing 

Observed 1T- -p small-angle differential eros s section per unit 

solid angle at 1.95 Bev/c. The solid curve corresponds to the 

same fitting function as for the K- -p scattering but with different 

values for C and (p2
) . 

The total cross sections for K- -d, K -p, and K- -n interactions. 

Unless indicated, the vertical errors are smaller than the heights 

of the representative points. 

The imaginary part of the forward- scattering amplitude for K- -p 

scattering as a function of energy. Points are calculated from the 

the measured cross sections by using the optical theorem, anc1 

interpolated curve is that used in the dispersion-relation calcu-

lations of Sec. VI. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






